
1. Reporting

The first step in arming yourself in cyber security is to create a baseline of authorised user activity on your 
network. Abnormal activity in your environment can only be detected once you have established a picture  
of what normal and expected activity looks like. The Brace 168 Managed Anti-Breach service will give:
 • User activity baseline establishment
  •  Reports on logon, logoff and privileged user activities
  •  Reports on anomalies from all authentication servers
 • Log retention of all activities.
The Brace 168 Managed Anti-Breach reporting service sets you up to identify and deal with anomalies. 
Importantly, it also retains a log of all activities, which would be your first port of call in the event of a breach. 

Compliant 
Managed Anti-Data Breach Service
Compliance begins with Visibility.  Over 70% of companies who are breached find out about the breach via a 
third party. This raises the question: how would your organisation know if there has been unauthorised access?

Visibility on your user environment is the base line for establishing a safe cyber environment and yet this function 
is often overlooked. In fact, many organisations ask us, “Where do I even start?” with regard to detecting and 
responding to data breaches.

The Brace 168 B Compliant service monitors and reports on user activity to establish a baseline of normal 
activity, against which to detect abnormal activity. In the event of abnormal activity, alerts are raised and 
responded to accordingly. 

Logging and information around logging is all encompassing: reviewing, revising and reducing the amount of 
logs is the first step to detecting breaches. Our service gives you visibility and insights into your environment as a 
sound platform for detecting breaches.

What is the Notifiable Data Breaches Bill  
concerned about?
“Unauthorised access to, or unauthorised disclosure of, 
personal information about one or more individuals (the 
affected individuals), or where such information is lost in 
circumstances that are likely to give rise to 
unauthorised access or unauthorised disclosure”.

Data breach legislation 
It is a requirement for organisations with  
revenue over $3million to report to the 
government on data breaches. This means  
that detection of, and response to, unauthor- 
ised access and unauthorised disclosure is  
no longer an option, but a necessity.

Brace for Cyber Security 24 x 7



3. Response
What happens when an alert is raised? 
The Brace 168 Managed Anti-Breach service will:
 • Investigate any exception based alerts
 • Triage any false positives
 • Respond to any positive based alerts.
Brace168’s Managed Anti-Data Breach services are at the last line of visibility of any Internet traffic exiting 
your network. Conventional security measures are no longer a guarantee of detecting these types of threats. 
We have the expertise in identifying and ultimately preventing detected threats in a timely manner. 

Compliant Reporting and Posture
The Brace 168 B Compliant service includes:
• Visibility and response
• Network Intrusion Detection
• User access activity
• DNS Monitoring (external)

Backed by Forensic IT Expertise
Brace 168 was founded to give larger organisations and established companies cyber and data security 24 
hours a day, seven days a week. 

Traditional means of security protection which focus on prevention rather than detection are not as effective 
as they once were. Brace 168 inverts traditional approaches to securing your critical corporate assets: it’s 
impossible to prevent something if you do not know is there.

2. Alerts
In order to brace for cyber attacks 24 x 7 x 365, you will require a system of automatic alerts when an 
exception or anomaly arises in your environment. Our managed alert service will:
 •  Alert on any exception based anomalies pertinent to your environment
 • Alert on any non-authorised users
 • Alert on privileged user accounts activity.

Call today on (02) 8315 2870 to find out more 
or visit www.brace168.com.au

How we can help
Led by a team of experienced industry professionals, we use a forensic approach to Detect Breaches. 
Detection enables you to be alerted and to respond appropriately. Find out more about our Managed  
Anti-Breach Services today. 


